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Content and Scope



Do: Be careful about topics, information, and 
terms that people may disagree about.
• Examples

– How to spell do’s and don’ts
– Pragmatics (language) vs. Social Skills (behavior)
– phonics vs. the alphabetic principle

• Suggestions to Consider
– Consider your audience
– Avoid terms, etc. that may be a “hot button” for some people (if possible)
– Use multiple terms, if appropriate
– Use terms that are more clinical and less emotionally charged
– Explain/define terms briefly without talking down to reviewers; acknowledge 

nuances
– Reference key experts and how they use terms



Do: Be innovative.
Don’t: Be too innovative.
• Examples
– literacy + behavior + social skills proposal
– Project Intensity – text-centered curriculum (difficult to sell)

• Suggestions to consider
– Shoot for “cutting edge” and not “bleeding edge”
– Use pilot data to support novel ideas
– Be very explicit about theoretical and empirical links; how 

would your proposal replicate and extend existing literature
– Think through steps leading up to innovation and focus 

proposal on next steps (similar to Candace’s suggestion of 
70% sure thing and 30% stretch studies)



Don’t: Propose too much in one grant.
• Examples
– Often proposals are criticized for being unrealistic and 

overly ambitious
– Possible to be too narrow, but it is rare

• Suggestions to consider
– Do some planning, then work on your budget, and then 

change your plan to fit your budget (be realistic about 
personnel)

– Don’t finalize your plan until you have finalized your budget
– Explain how your experience demonstrates that you can 

carry out the project
– Explain how the experience of your team (and consultants) 

demonstrates that you can carry out the project
– Include primary and secondary research questions





Do: Keep it simple (even if it’s not)

• Examples
– Complex intervention (Friends on the Block)
– Complex research design

• Suggestions to Consider
– Keep the project/plan as simple as possible
– Focus on main ideas and provide examples
– Make sure key concepts are repeated
– Use tables and figures
– Organize complex ideas









Discussion: Content and Scope

• Do: Be careful about topics, information, and terms that people may disagree 
about.

• Do: Be innovative
• Don’t: Be too innovative.
• Don’t: Propose too much in one grant.
• Do: Keep it simple.

Comments, questions, and other examples?



Work Flow



Do: Follow the directions

• As you work, keep referring back to the directions
• Use models to help you understand expectations
• Double-check requirements
• Have others double-check requirements



Do: Work smarter. (Read this book J)

Efficient and 
effective use 
of your brain 
power



Do: Write out parts as you go.
Don’t: Write out parts as you go.
• As you make decisions, go ahead and begin putting those 

ideas into narrative form while they are fresh on your mind
• Be careful not to write too much before you finalize your 

plan (so you can avoid rewriting and errors)



Do: Make sure the grant connects to your other 
work 
• Your other work should contribute to the grant
• Writing the grant should contribute to your other work 

(even if it doesn’t get funded)









Discussion: Work Flow
• Do: Follow the directions.
• Do: Work smarter.
• Do: Write out parts as you go.
• Don’t: Write out parts as you go.
• Do: Make sure your grant connects to your other work.

Comments, questions, and other examples?



Writing the Proposal
(Being kind to reviewers)



Do: Be explicit about how you followed the 
directions

• Organize information according to directions, even if 
you think it’s not the most efficient way to discuss
• Use terminology from directions (e.g., active 

ingredients, theory of change, treatment fidelity not 
treatment integrity)
• Explain how you are following directions



Example: 
Handout 
“Theory of 
Change”



“Fully developed and ready for implementation”





Don’t: Use too many acronyms.
Do: Choose meaningful labels.





Do: Organize information for the reader

• Put information in categories
• Explain how categories relate to one another





Do: Focus on main points.
Do: Be specific and give examples.
• Give specific examples in the narrative to support main 

points
• Use the appendix for information that the reviewers need 

to know you have or that only some reviewers will want to 
see
• Use the appendix for specific examples to show that you 

have thought through the details (examples, not 
everything)











Do: Make your grant skimmable.

• Start each paragraph with a clear topic sentence 
and/or bold main points
• Be sure your transitions from paragraph to paragraph 

and section to section are clear
• Use graphics, charts, tables, figures, headings, etc. 



From the significance section..



“Fully developed and ready for implementation”







Do: Remind the reader of key information 
throughout proposal.

• Briefly define terms (again).
• Repeat key points (respectfully).
– As described above
– As mentioned on page X
– Well-placed figures or tables (that they can turn back to 

and find quickly)





“Fully developed and ready for implementation”



Discussion: Writing the Proposal

• Do: Be explicit about how you followed the directions.
• Don’t: Use too many acronyms.
• Do: Choose meaningful labels.
• Do: Organize information for the reader.
• Do: Focus on your main points
• Do: Be specific and give examples.
• Do: Make your grant skimmable.
• Do: Remind the reader of key information throughout the proposal.

Comments, questions, and other examples?



Do: Listen to others and do what you want.


